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(7)   " During the passage of the solution through the boxes some cyanide is consumed, and the free alkali in solution is increased, though in neither case is the amount very great in practice." 1
(8)   "Heat assists precipitation, but increases the waste of cyanide by decomposition/1     Ehrmann  has  shown2  by experiments  on solutions of various strengths, that about as much gold is precipitated by zinc in twenty-four hours at 20" (J. as in two hours at 80° C.    In the latter case there is, .according to Mac-Arthur, " an enormous waste of cyanide by the formation •of urea, which manifests itself by its strong unpleasant odour."
((J) The proportion of dissolved gold which is precipitated in the zinc boxes diminishes as the. solutions become weaker in gold. Hence some gold, say 0-02 dwt. per ton, is always left in the solution.
(10) The gold is redissolved if it becomes detached from contact with y,in<% provided that- oxygen is still present, and " air blown through gold-coated shavings immersed in cyanide solution raises the gold value of such solution, and a similar eiTeet can likewise be produced by exposing such shavings to the air in a shallow vessel partly filled with solution." "3 The solutions leaving the boxes are practically free from oxygen.4
Theories as to the precipitation must fit the observed facts, and are of value only so far as they enable the operator to form such a mental picture of what, is happening as to help him in his work.
Precipitation is a process of reduction, or at least is favoured by reducing conditions and prevented by oxidising conditions. It is thus the exact •opposite of dissolution. (<aldecott states the main reactions, thus : — -5
(2)            /n  i 2ILO      /n(()Il.),, I 2I1(+ 174 cal.).°
(3)  2'NaAuOy,,  !  kJII     . 2II(Jy -|--2NaOy ~|- AIL,. (-1)       IKV  ! "NaOII    ;NaOy  | 1U). '
He points out that the oxidation of y,inc raises the temperature of the solution by amounts up to 1" K. in passing through, the boxes. This oxidation can hanilv take place except owing to contact with an element, such as lead, gold, mereurv, etc., which is electro-negative to zinc, and it may be argued that the hydrogen is in all probability mainly produced according to the reaction
(5) Zn  i -INudy  i-211,,0      Na.ZnCy., -I- 2Na()II -I- 211
which must take place in the absence of metal to be precipitated, and, therefore, ran hanilv fail to be gmienilly proceeding. This view of the method •of production of hydrogen by xine brings zinc precipitation into line with precipitation by aluminium, the essential fact in each case being the liberation of hydrogen during the dissolution of the metal. In the case of aluminium, MoMenhauer found7 that* an excess of alkali was necessary, and this dissolves aluminium with the formation of an nluminate, hydrogen being given oil.
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6  There IB alno tin* reaction tin f- iiNaOH     Naa^uOa -I- 211 to he «onni<lere<l, eHpecially on « application of hi»at.
7  Julian and Smart, t'litttndintf MM and Hilrcr Oms, 1st «d., p. 1J>8.

